
Updating Context with Sentence Initial Discourse Markers 

Recent formal semantic and pragmatic researches reveal many interesting aspects of the 

Japanese sentence final discourse markers such as yo and ne (Takubo&Kinsui 1997, 

McCready 2009, Davis 2011, Oshima 2012). We will provide formal analysis of sentence 

initial discourse markers such as mochiron and tashikani in a similar but much simplified 

dynamic framework a la Stalnaker (1978) and contribute to the understanding of how a 

discourse proceeds in Japanese. We will outline our analysis of mochiron in this abstract. 

 Mochiron is paraphrased as ‘needless to say’ by Japanese grammarians (Morimoto 1994, 

Morita 2005). A typical use of mochiron can be translated to ‘of course’ as in (1). 

(1)  a. [p’ Ashita-wa  ame desu]. b. Mochiron [p pikunikku-wa chuushi desu]. 

   tomorrow-Top  rain Cop.   mochiron  picnic-Top  cancel Cop 

   ‘It will rain tomorrow.’     ‘Of course the picnic will be canceled.’ 

Incorporating the idea hinted in Morimoto (1994) as (2)f to a setup outlined in (2), we capture 

this characterization of mochiron by treating mochiron p as signaling that p is entailed by the 

speaker’s context but not in another context that (s)he posits, for the hearer in the case of (1). 

(2) a. A sentence denotes a proposition, a set possible worlds. 

  b. Context is a set of possible worlds, conjunction of all the true propositions. 

   c. A proposition p is true in a world w iff w∈p. 

  d. A proposition p is entailed  by a proposition p’ iff ∀w∈p’[w∈p] (i.e. p’⊆p), 

             by a context c iff ∀w∈c[w∈p] (i.e. c⊆p) 

 e. Utterance of a declarative sentence which denotes a proposition p is an assertion of 

the proposition assert p, whose effect in a context c is a proposal to shrink c to c∩p 

(“let’s update the context by adding p”): c+p = c∩p 

 f. The speaker has a context c’ in her/his mind that is CLOSE ENOUGH to (Stalnaker 

1978, does not contradict with) the context that (s)he is updating. 

 We propose (4) for mochiron and demonstrate how it works below. As in the diagram (3) 

after p’ in (1)a is updated, the context is identified as a set of worlds that make p’ true. When 

uttering mochiron p, the context on the right hand side c’=p’ that the speaker assumes for the 

hearer does not entail p. On the other hand her/his own context on the left entails p because of 

an unsaid proposition r: the speaker’s context is smaller than c’ because it is the intersection 

of p’ and r and thus it is properly included by p. 

(3) Speaker’s context for +p   Context that speaker assumes (that the hearer has) for +p 
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(4) mochiron p Semanics: same as assert p (“let’s update the context by adding p”) 

 Felicity Condition: ∃r[(c’∩r)⊆p] & ¬(c’⊆p) where c’ is the context the speaker posits in 

addition to her/his own (“p is entailed by a modified context c’∩r (=c) but not by c’.”) 

 The asymmetric multiple contexts is observable when there is a yes/no-question; When 

another participant (call her Hana) utters (5) (assuming no bias) after (1)a, it is clear that the 

context is partitioned into the worlds in which [p the picnic is canceled] is true and those in 

which its negation is true; i.e. p is not entailed in Hana’s context which the speaker of (1)b can 

easily assume as her context, thus the condition (4) is met (¬(c’⊆p) part); To what the speaker 

of (1) knows p is entailed, and the use of mochiron in (1)b is felicitous. 

(5)  Hana: Piknikku-wa chuushi  desu ka? 

     picnic-Top  canceled  Cop Q 

     ‘Is the picnic canceled?’ (following (1)a, followed by (1)b) 

 An unsaid proposition r can often be explicitly introduced by nazenara…dakara ‘that is 

because’ after a mochiron sentence. Thus for instance (6) can follow the dialogue in (1). Note 

that (7)a, (6) minus nazenara…dakara, can be introduced after (1)a and before the mochiron 

sentence as the proposition that shrinks the context so that its intersection with the context 

entails p. With such an overt r, however, the context for all the participants is small enough to 

entail p and the condition in (4) is not met (¬(c’⊆p) part), hence the use of mochiron is 

infelicitous. In such a case instead, dakara ‘therefore’ introduces p indicating that p is a 

logical consequence in the context as in (7)b (cf. Hamada 1991, Takubo 2010; 166). Possible 

sequences of a discourse are summarized in (8). 

(6)  Nazenara ame-ga  fut-tara  pikunikku-wa chuushi  dakara  desu. 

  because  rain-Nom fall-Cond picnic-Top  canceled  Cop.Caus Cop 

  ‘(That is) because the picnic is canceled when it rains.’ (following (1)a-b) 

(7)  a. Ame-ga  fut-tara  pikunikku-wa chuushi  desu. 

   rain-Nom fall-Cond picnic-Top  canceled  Cop 

   ‘The picnic is canceled when it rains.’ (following (1)a) 

  b. {Dakara, #Mochiron} pikunikku-wa chuushi  desu. 

   {therefore, mochiron} picnic-Top  canceled  Cop 

   ‘Therefore the picnic is canceled.’ (following (1)a-(7)a) 

(8)  a. p’ � mochiron p � nazenara r dakara 

  b. p’ �   r  � {dakara, *mochiron} p 

We will provide a parallel analysis for tashikani ‘for sure’ in detail and compare the sentence 

initial and final discourse markers from the perspective proposed above. This study puts 

forward a unified view of the Japanese discourse markers and contributes to a deeper 

understanding of how discourse proceeds in the Japanese discourse. The proposed formal 

analysis of the discourse markers is simple enough to bridge the formal linguists’ and the 

traditional Japanese grammarians’ analyses, yet it can be extended to more sophisticated 

approaches such as dynamic predicate logic. 


